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Students Must Court Acts On
Give Approval Constitution
Of Nomination
appeared

c.

AWS. Prergents Summer
Fashion Show Tonight

1

Tonight from 7 to 9 o’clock the latest spring and summer
fashions from formals and men’s suits to bathing suits will be modeled
Number 130 at the Catholic Women’s Center ballroom during the AWS fashion
show "Swing into Spring". Models will parade before a background

Group Wins Honor

I of surrealistic flowers and a garden wall. A garden swing will be
used to carry out the theme.
.
Marian Swanson and Ann Cunningham are chairmen of the
models committee; Melba Sills
land Leta Howard, publicity; Lynn
of Tri Roth I MacDonald and Nancy Emshoff,
A special meeting
Idecutat i01 /5 , Bct I y Dat -till’
will .be held tonight at 7:30 o’clock and LouiseBudros, dressing room;
’
in Room 204 of the Natural Scirefreshments; ’
ence building according to an an-IShirle"randall’Barbara Bentley and Virginia
nouncement from Vic .Stombler, Shrader, music; Rosemary Mcis I
publicity director. The meeting
Keen and Carol Larsen, clean-urit
being held, Stomber said, to have ’and Marian Herndon, programs.
the formal initiation of neW-ThemThe clothes to be modeled are
hers.
’ being furnished by Hale’s deAll initiates must attend the partment store.
, meeting and are advised to be on
Refreshments will ’be served
i hand 15 minutes early to prepare during intermission.
for the ceremonies. Refreshments
Men models, chosen from -each
,

Tri Beta Initiates
Members Tonight i

For the first time, a perTom Arvin, freshman class pres- formance was rated superior
plus at the Spring Music festiident,
yesterday before
val. May 5 and 6.
The Student Council yesterday the Student Court and explained
The Eureka a cappella choir
afternoon approved the Election the bone of contention in the was awarded the high rating
committee report
garding the freshman class constitulltm_re.,A for their excellent performance
procedure tO be followed in ftbmMrs. Pearl
sponsible for its disapproval re- ; in sight reading.
inating and electing candidates in
Jacobson directed the choir. The
by
the
cently
Student Council.
-next week’s ASB election.
rating was given by Mr. WilThe freshman class constituliam J. Erlendson, &CSC mile
At Friday’s nomination .asseminstructor.
bly to be held at 2:30 p.m. in the tion specifies a petition form of
Other groups participating In
Little Theater, candidates Must nominating candidates, a prothe
were gken ratings
be nominated from the floor and cedure declared in conflict with
of superior, excellent, good, or
must indicate their acceptance the ASH act. Arvin said the
fair according to their indildeither orally or in writing. Candi- provision was incorporated in
nal performances.
dates _hat etamPlYing with _this _the _constitution because the
regulation will be disqualified.
freshmen feel the present sysations. Stomber expects to have Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Bob .Kemmtem of nominating candidates
a speaker for the evening.
pe, Theta Chi; Bob Baker, Delta
Nomination ’blanks are now is unfair.
Omega; Dan Sagehorn,
Theta
available at the ASB office in the
The Student ,Council turned
Theta Mu S,igma; Tom Snashall,
Student Union and may be turned thumbs-down. on the. freshman
Lambda Chi- Alpha t -Gee/1g%. Souza.
’in’ at any Hine until the close of class constitution, because it did
Sigma Kappa; Paul Nichols,
Phi
nominations. Blanks must contain not comply with specific clauses
Delta Sigma Gamma; ,Jim -Franthe ASB. number of the candidate in the main charter.
The United States is the educacis, Kappa Alpha; Tom Burch,
as well as his name and the office
Acting in un-oflicial capacity, tional center of the world. There
A flying event open to all San Sigma Gamma Omega; and Bob’
sought.
the Student Court advised a’ re- are 25,823 students from other Jose State college faculty’ mem- Can, Delta Sigma Phi.
Women models were chosen
The committee reported also vision of the present FC docu- countries studying in colleges and bers will supplement the program
that the Inter-Class Council will ment, removing the "illegal re- universities in America, according planned for the Spring Air meet from the sororities and living
sponsor a rally in the outer quad strictilms and procedures.- Coin- to the 1U49-SU annual census pub- to be held this Sunday at Warm- groups on campus. They are,
Devere Callone, Delta Gamma;
Wednesday afternoon, May 17, to pliance with the ASB act would lished nationally by the Commit- springs airport.
restore the freshman class consti- tee on Friendly Relations Among
Mr. Thomas E. Leonard said to- Sophie Letts, Diliare Boarding
introduce the candidates.
tution to recognition.
Foreign Students.
day that any faculty member who house; Florence Winning, Sig The Council alo:
Any changes desired In the
This 21st annual publicatian, holds a pilots license is invited ma Kappa; Esther Cameron,
Approved two amended by-laws, ASB constitution could be pe- entitled "The Unofficial Ambas- to participate in the event which MC; Joan Painter, Delta Zeta;
one changing the length of time titioned for by .students, pro- sadors 1950", reveals that New I will consist of level bombing and Pat Anthony, Alpha Omicron Pl.
allowed for displayinF campaign vided approval of 10 per cent of York state is first in number oft spot landing.
Those interested
Ardelle Schmidt, Chi Omega;
posters before an election from the student body was receive* foreign students with 4,356 at- are asked to sign up in the aerolGail Bargones, Gamma Phi Beta;
49 hours to 73 hours; the other Arvin said many students were tending its schools.
California lab -before Friday..
;Thelma Gould, Pratt hall; Joyce
regarding the use cif student body dissatisfied with the present ranks second with 3,156 students,
The meet is being sponsored by Warren, Alpha Chi Omega; Dorequipment.
procedures and hinted that a and Massachusetts is third with the San Jose State college chap- othy Hayes and Shirley Gross,
nomination-amendment to the 1995 students. Nevada has the ter of Alpha Eta Rho, internation- YWCA; BatiS Grattobe,
Alpha
Agreed to co-sponsor the Stu- ASH
may
be least with but 10 foreign students. al aviation fraternity and had t
constitution
Barbara Queener, Kappa Aldent Y leadership training prosought.
The publication lists 1,081 col- previously been open only to stu-’ pha Theta: Virginia Wetzel, Kapgram.
leges where the 25,823 students dents.
pa Kappa Gamma; Susan Harris,
rom 122 lands are in residence.
Grace hall; and Marjorie Fitts,
This is more than triple the numPresbyterian hall.
orei
euden
-Mrs
narratp-r-.United States in -1935-36.
All students are invited to atThe survey, taken from the rolls
tend the fashion show, aecosding
listed in the U.S. Eduof schools
to Marilyn Zellee, AWS president. a.
_
Formal dedic-atiOlfeiremonies cationai Directory, 1949-50, does
The Library Arch is the scene
of an upper class stampede this and an open house will be held to- not include students from the-out night at 7:30 o’clock for -the new lying possessions of the United
week, aCcatdingLe _Fran
Mahon, chairman of the Junior- Student ir house, 272 S. Seventh States, toreign born wives di
LONDON, May 9. U. S. SecreSenior Mixer, to be held Thurs- street, and will be followed by a American citizens, students who
have taken out first naturalization tary of State Dean Acheson, today
day afternoon at Alum Rock park. social meeting.
Outstanding literary achieseThe dedication will open with papers,
citizens announced that the United States mettle; of campus writers
or
American
Sign-ups at the arch-way booth
are being
a
"singspiration"
which
will
be
abroad,
military
and
has agreed to give
Will end today at 3:30 o’clock.
published in the 1950 issue of
led
by
Gene
Stanfield.
Cecil
Webb
economic aid to French Indo- "Reed"; which goes on sale June 1.
Cost of the trek is $1.
will give the scripture reading; for
China.. This is a geographical ex, Essays, poems and short stories,
Activities will begin at 4:30 the service, The second movetension of the Truman Doctrine many of them .Phelan contest eno’clock and will last until eve- ment of "Sarabande" by Handel
etiginalfy
oinulgatad tor-C-r-ewe trios, will -appe- ar in the magazine,
ning, McMahon says. Baseball, will be played .on the viola by
and Turkey. Amount of the aid which is in its third year of publiswimming, and dancing will high- Jean Welsh.
Dr. Harrison P. Heath, pro’ fes. pnimised by Acheson was not cation.
The Y’ers will give "Scrapbook sor of psychology, was recently stated.
light the agenda.
Sponsors of the magazine are
Memories" on the history of the
meinhers of Pegasus, campus
New York cut steak, salad. San Jose State college Student Y. elected chairman of the College (’AL ENROLLMENT
Berkeley, May- 0,-Ettmilmetit- writers’ society.
-Freneh bread, beans, andice Those participating will be Bob -Re4igious-eonferenee, according-towas
cream are included on ’the barbe- Dean, Carolyn Zumwalt, Freidoun information released today by the at the eight campuses of the Uni- . "Last yeat the ’Reed’
conference.
versity of California is 41.898 the completely sold out within a few
cue menu.
Piezadeh, Mrs. Dorothy Downey,
Heath was unanimously elected university reported today. Last hours", announced Charlotte Rich"Sign-ups are coming in strong, Jein Justice, Helen Davis, Gene to the position The College Re- fall, the enrollment was -13.426 ardson. president of Pegasus. "The
but we want hath classes to he Stancifteld and Jewell Austin.
and a Near ago it was 41,931.
material In -the magazine -IA-a the
Herb Thomas Joan Kimble and ligious Conference is made up of
.unanimously
represented,"
the
. highest quality. ahd should prove
ni)pogE.D
Del
Duke
will
give
the
Triangle
representatives
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ranee.- pro-- eke?, nince plijoval)h reading than__
PARIS May 9
with Ron LaMai%--Stucterit YT.gan ’ Jose, The iiiganization spon-.
’
- a V* woad w-estern last year’s edition."
posed
today
the
summary.
Plans are being made by Frank president, tieing
.
ors the religious preference card_ European econonti c part nership.
Pegasus members assembled the
Heirst, eienioe chairman, and Mc- The Rev. Jim Martin Y. executive
cOntents of the ***Recii" at their -Maitab-for the annual upparelasa-segrotary, will close the servrce survey mid is active m Supporting with Germany to. prese c peace
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US Education Is
World’s Foremost

Sign-ups for Mixer New Y House
End Today at 3:30 Opens Tonight

Faculty Members.
May Enter Meet

-UP ROUNDUP

US to Send
Indo-Cliina Aid

,ampus N\ liters
T 0 Pubbsh ‘Reed

Conference Elects
-Heath Chairman

-

1k-organization Plan May Be
It looks as if the proposed internal reorganization plan for
California state colleges will be
put into effect, according to Mr.
Joe H. West, dean of student -personnel and guidance,
Dean West, who attended a
meeting of state college deans
at Los Angeles last week, says:
"It Is my understanding- that
the colleges ace being- asked to
prepare their 1951-52 budgets’
onthe basis of the proposed
set-up. The new plan probably
could not be put into effect before July, 1951."
Dean West said he didn’t see
where the plan would reduce the
number of officials needed at this
college.
The reorganization plan, which
was suggested by the Division of-Audits of the State Department of

n,;
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would be placed before the PiL7
. !tit sisansilele :;tr editing t he
LowThreeconf&Htee in. London. The maga-line a ere \l
I’.
stepheti
et,
Jrrsi*step
thesplan;would be to
Doris
,
Dean West says there, would ix, synehronbte the German steel and intigel.s. 114-g
’Mance, a ils for several changes.
The plan, as now proposed, a person in Charge of the counsel- ’coal industrieg. with other inter- 1.1.1-A.. Dr. Slietiliard. Dr. iyouti
calls for a president, an evereW ing of ’student activitie.; who also locking European industrie
all ml MO.s
tive dean, a dean of instruction, 1 would act as a special adviser to FORMER COMMIE ACCtsEs
t ; ; made for he
i’kais a Iso
OAKLAND, :May 9. A former annual Peg:i; tr. t ;I ;;.eue at Alum
a dean of students, a dean of .1 women-There would he a chief*
-summer sessions and education- ’ counselor in charge of guidance Communist told the state- Senete Rock park, to
:it Id carl:,iii
air services and a business man- I who also would act as adviser to Un-American Act ivit les committee Jtinc.
today that Dr. J. Robert Oppenager. There also would be a men:
"The plan does provide some heimer; director of the Los Alacollege information offierr.
administrative help In the in- mos Atomic Bomb project ;during
Present departments would be.
structional deprIrtments that Is the war, ’attended a 1941, Com*named into from eight to ten
meet eig_In Berkeley.
not chargeable against the ate=
divisions.
dent-teacher ratio," Dean West
Sylvia Crouch, wife of Paul
Today the saes Jose Players
esplained. "It ’ is my under- Crouch,. one-time central comnnt- are sponsoring two showings of
aetanding there will be some teeman of the Communist party. "The Lady Vanishes", third in
flexibility In assigning depart- said she attended a meeting with a series of unusual movies being
Sleepy-time gals and guys Won’t ments to the divisions, and that Oppenheimer and Joseph, Wein, presented In the Little Theater.
get .any relief today. Continued adeqiiate time Will be allowed berg, University of Minnesota pro- The film will be shown at 4:30
fessor, mentioned as "scientist. N*- and it:la
fair and warmer should add. to for necessary adjustments."
"The plan Would give us a part- hy a House Un-American committheir thoughts of mid -afternoon
"The Lady Vanishes" is said
slumber . The high yesterday war, time placement orficer. which we tee: Al present Oppenheimer is to be Alfred Hitchcock’s first
70,- with ’ a low of --.45:-Sktes neett-bartty- fm-non-foacher-pla,CeL’ ’director ’of ttrtg-Insttrnte- foe Ad- inamtRiirk.e firmspenne.
ment," Dean West stated.
vanced Studies at Piliscelon.
couldn’t have been clearer.
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Potential- campusleadership is
something that San Jose State
college has much of. Actual leix
dership ability is something that
we lack.

By RO Y HURLBERT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Why not make a little sport out
By Roy HurIbert
of the blue card period, thought
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
" ’All good-lhings must thine to he,-How nbeut-a-eontest-to-deter- mine what instructor mailed out
an end as the old saying goes.
Well, the bookless honeymoon most of the tidy little placards?
Well, according to our sources,
is over.
the man got his wish and the
Operation IBM and the Battle "blue league" was authorized.
of the Bluebooks are the by-words And as historian Prof. Frederic
nowadays within the walls of Graham is wont to say, "all kinds
Sparta. The 12 o’clock petroleum of exciting things began to hapfor the lamps of China is getting pen."
the well-known workout.
Everything went true to form

It is encouraging then, to learn
that a program to train future
Office: Publications Building (193) on E. San Carlos street.
Press of the Glob. Printing Co., 1445 S. First street. San Jose
campus leaders is now being
Telephones: CYpress 4 - 6414 Editorial,
Ext. 210
Advertising Dept., Ext. 211 carried out.
Subscription Price: $2.50 per year or $1 per quarter for non ASB card holders.
Phil Ward, who is chairman
BOB SKILLICORNEditor
MILT RICHARDSBusiness Manager of the committee in the Student
You don’t have to go far around and finally a champion was
News Editor
Jack Russell
Sports Editor
Dan Hruby Y which has planned the trainDesk Chief.
Bev Lymburner
Society Editor
Florence Ross ing series, says that many lower campus before you hear some be- crowned. The prof of distinction
whom we cannot identify here’,
Editorial, Photo Editor Wally Wenzel
Bill Raver
Wire Editor
on students know little about wildered lad or lassie discussing
Feature Editor
won going away with a mailing
Helen Davis
parliamentary law, about commit- their "problems." The Talk -ofMke-up Editors
Bruce Brotzman, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Charleen Little, tees and how they can function weekend doings is reserved almost list of 57.,
As reward for his prominence,
Donnie Nunes, Marion Summers.
effectively, how to work with until take-off time.
the talking mailman had his hour.
Copy Desk Bruce Brohman, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Ron Marcus, Ross groups as effective participants
Oh yes, there are a few die- But it proved to be a short-lived
Massey, Homer Slater, Thad Spinola.
as well as leaders.
Reporters
Jack Angles, Firmo Cambianica, Bill Chambers, Edward Cockle, Barhards who still boast of their surge of popularity. Whathoppen,
bara Downy, John Dremel, William Epler, Francis Errata, Albert Grassi,
Probably there aren’t many immunity from study. Some of us you ask?
Moses De Guzman, Roy Huribert, Alan Long, Tom Murphine, La Verne upper division students
Well, came sign-up time for the
who know think we can holdout forever, but
Potts, Douglas Prestats, Edward Roper, Elmer Rodrigues, Jeanne Thomas.
fooled?
getting
who’s
quarter and for some strange
a
new
great
deal
more
for
the
simple
Jerome Thomas.
reason that intensive leadership
Certainly not the boys who reason there were few signatures
ADVERTISING STAFF
Offic Manager
, Beth Watson training of a practical nature send Out the blue valentines. And for courses offered by our hero.
Salesmen Fred
Allred, Jim Baker, Beverly Baler, John Bardecos, Dick liersch, hasn’t been stressed here. If you card-sending time is near at hand. To borrow an office term, he -ran
John Blackwell, William Ernst, William Francis. Edward Gasper, Dick Grant, want to become a leader or head
.
Some of the gents who send out of business.
Ralph Lamont, Ray Lehmkuhl. Ray Lyon, Ralph Peterson, Ben Pittus, Vin- a group you learn by experience
A couple of unsuspecting fresh,
stuto
"greetings"
collegiate
the
cent Scampini.. Frances Sterling.
--by starting as a committee dents tardy at their book work men didn’t know par for the
member who does all the dirty actually don’t relish the job. But course and got trepped: But; on
work but who learns very little they have their counterparts, the whole, the blue card gerleiosity wasn’t appreciated.
about techniques and devices of
You’ve .got an important date to keep Friday at 11:30 a.m. in group leadership. You learn the too.
When last heard of, the man Some time ago, one of the long was
hard way, and in so doing make
reported staggering towards
the Little Theater.
complex
lecture
with
a
beards
his trophy in one
Modesto
That’s -the time when nominations for 13 Associated Student many mistakes.
hit upon a dandy plan designed hand and with
in the other.
suitcase
his
The leadership course offered in especially for midterm periods.
Body offices will be held.
Does anyone know of possible
Poor turnouts have marked nominations assemblies in recent the Student Union every Wednessuccessors?
day at 3:30 for four weeks is open
You do? Well keep mum,
quarters, but there’s no reason why this situation can’t be corrected. to anyone who is anxious to abbrother, there are too many unThis assembly is the most important of the year. Nominees who sorb some group dynamics to take
employed people in this country
back to his organization. There
may guide San Jose State’s destinies next year will be chosen.
already!
many kinds of organizations
Since State students vote for individuals and not for parties, as are
on the campus and it’s probably
is the case at many colleges, your friends will need your full support. a safe bet that most of them
40 Years Ago
The nominations assembly gives you an opportunity to exercise need leadership training for their All classes will be dismissed;
younger
members.
as to show your friends that
American privilege

ASII Nominations
- -

Out of
The Past

a priceless
your are behind them.

as well

Spring and Fashions
What makes spring?
Some say it’s the weather. Sports fans settle for baseball. To
others it is the crash of the breakers on a warm day at Santa Cruz.
To us spring means . . Fashionsformal and’ informal, night
and daytime, sport and evening wear, and bathing suits. Unfortunately there is seldom a chance to witness a real-honest-to-goodness
.fashion show complete with models who look as if they were meant
to wear what the designer had creatod.
Tonight AWS will present its annual "Swing into Spring’: at the
Catholic Women’s Center from 7 to 9 p.m. It will be the only chance
for Spartan students to see a fashion show geared to the tastes of
collegians.
It will also be the first time that male models have been used in
the annual show. A surrealistic background has been designed to set
off the fashionable dress.
Here’s your chance to see sharp clothes modeled by sharp stuJ. R.
dents in a sharp production.

We Pigoue4 Ase4ent
Today we present that eminent
scholar, I. Alwheez Flunkem, the
goateed Borgia all too prominent
on the average college campus.
Flunkem is of the opinion that
our scholastic system is too soft;
too many students graduate. This
choice bit of humanity is here to
stay and see that something is
done about this horrible condition.
only
one student and that was back
--in 1916
To facilitate matters, , Flunkem has a system of culling the
chaff, so to speak. One peachykeen device is the question that
Is impossible to answer. It goes
something like this.
Briefly, ’in a few sentences,
trace the beginning and development of the Pythagorian Therom
and show its influence on Einstein’s Theory of Relativity. In
your opinion, did this have an influnence on the Spanish-American
War? Explain. Illustrate.
Flunkem allows ten minutes for
the quiz and then collects the
papers. Ha, Ha, amazing how
few get through that one!
Perchance there are a few students who slip through the quiz
by feigning appendicitis, thereby
Ming excused, there is the Flunkem Alternate Method .that, is
brought to bear.
Flunkem chooses a book that

-

has been out Of print since Hector was a pup and of which there
is but one copy in the Reserve
Book Room. He then assigns the
first nine chapters plus the apbe
pendix and
footnotes
to
studied for a quiz to be given
the next day. Flunkem then
rushes out of class ahead of time,
signs the book out and keeps it
in a safe deposit_
town bank until class the next
day.
The result of the quiz is too
horrible to mention, but in a
word, it’s murder!
However, because Flunkem has
unstintingly strived to maintain
the scholastic standards of the
Higher American Education, he
has been elected life -president of
the Society For the Preservation
of Bigger and Better Exams For
College Students Who Might
Possibly Get Ahead in .the World
if Allowed to Graduate.

He even has a statue erected
to his memory, struck from the

The students who will preside
at the training sessions have been
exposed to the processes of leadership
and
are
themselves
leaders. They want to share what
they have learned because they
feel that the college will benefit
that way.
They hope to give some ideas
that will help tthem better student government functions, better sorority and fraternity programs, better service club activities--a better run student body.
Those who participate in the
training series will be able to use
the principles they learn there
outside the college, for we are
constantly working and acting in
groups: in the community, in the
family, in the church, with friends,
with Scout troops or Y clubs.

This training series is significant because it ,is an opportunity
for it to get some extra curricular
knowledge that will hold us in
good stead in every group activity we undertake after we leave
college.

This Tongue Twister
Takes Six Breaths
The longest place-name in the
United States Is the 14-syllable
transliteration of an Indian (Mohegan) phrase for -’a lake near
Webster, Mass. according to the
Wurld Almanac. The
located three miles from the Connecticut line, on State Route 193.
The name of the lake is Chargogagognaanchaugagogrnhau b u nagungamaug and is said to mean
"you -fish-on -your-side, we-fish-onour-side, nobody -fish -in -the-middle."

see, despite adversity
and the hatred of 18,369 students
who have come under his whip,
Flunkem is famous.
Moral: Some leave their footprints in thg sands Cf’ thine; others,,
just the Mall( of a heel.

observance. Dr. Kaucher and Palmer Ho
editor and publisher of
the Portland Oregonian, were the
only Westerners so honored.

See the lardy gifts in books,
pictures, fountain pens, etc.
Beautiful cards, stationery and
many other gift item.

John Eliot and Daniel Gookin in
1674.

’Time and the Conways
June 8 - 13
Don’t forget
Mom will Love our DONUTS

DIERKS
371 West San Carlos
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POWELL’S
1 he FrierulIN Store
Books - Stationery - Office Supplies
So. First St.
CYpress 5-7633

illt

Idles Closet
i49a

hoA

and under

COTTONS
...and rayons lead the
summer fashion parade.
Junior, regular and half.
sizes in styles for teen-agers
to graceful grandma’s.
Definitely
budget.wisel

frf

822 ItAmo

lothes

Itid

Why Rent?

A village of the Nipmuck praying Indians was settled there by

surplus brass of his own person-

ality.
So. you

the library will be closed and the
entire student body and faculty
assemble in the Morris Dailey
auditorium to hear an address by
Dr, Walter Dexter, superintendent
of public instruction and director
of public education in California.
"In view of the fact that efforts
will soon be made to push a proposal through the State Legislature to buy the high school
corner, _Dr. Dexter is the man to
Impress if we want to extend our
college over the rest of Washington Square" says Editor Vance
Perry.
Dr. George E. Stone, assistant
professor of photography will
speak on the subject "Photography and Character Education"
over station KQW today at 5:30.
Both alumni and varsity football squads are making final strategic plans for this afternoon’s
gigantic Alumni - Varsity clash.
Coaches Ben Winklemen and
"Pop" Warner have announced the
following starting backfields: For
the varsity; Joe Rishwain, qb;
Aubrey Minter, hb; Rex Pursell,
hb.; "Truck" Tornell, fb; For the
Alumni: Dave Titchenal, qb; Morris Manoogian, hb; Gene Rocchi,
hb;Carlton Peregoy, fb.
Dr. Dorothy Kaucher, San Jose
State’s flying professor, hopped
off last night from San Francisco’s Mills Field for Columbia, Missouri, where she will be one of the
speakers at the University of Missouri National Journalism Week

GRAND GIFTS for
YOUR MOTHER . . .

Buy on
Rental Terms
We have a good selection of late model,
Rebuilt Typewriters all makes.

HUNTER -PETERSON
EQUIPMENT CO.
71 EAST SAN FERNANDO ---CY 4200/1-

1

Socia4

DTOs Plan Outing
At Hearst Dude
Ranch, Pleasanton

Speaknj

Dorian Baker, Aubrey Arthur
Marry in Formal Ceremony
Miss Dorian Shirley Baker was
married to Aubrey Boyd Arthur
In a formal ceremony at the First
Baptist church recently. The Rev.
Clarence R. Sands, pastor of the
church, read the introduction to
ceremony while the vows
th
were read by the Rev. Burton
Reed of San Leandro, cousin of
the bride.
The bride chose a white satin
gown for her wedding styled with
rounded neckline, puffed sleeves
set off by matching gauntlets, and
a bouffant skirt caught up in scallops over a deep ruffle in front.

She wore a strand of pearls and
a pearl pin.
The bride .was escorted to the
altar by her father, Howard A.
Baker.
The new Mrs. Arthur is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard A. Baker. She was graduated from San Jose State college, where’ she was a- member
of Kappa ’Delta Pl, PI Epsilon
Tau, and"Delta Phi Delta.
The bridegroom is the- son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Arthur
of Napa. He is a member of Kappa Delta Pi, and CCF. He will be
graduated from SJSC in June.

Roberts, Wheelehan Wed
At. Church of Recessional
Miss Ruby Mae Roberts and
James M. Wheelehan were married in a formal ceremony at the
Church of Recessional in Glendale late last quarter.
;

’u,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
N. Roberts of Glendale. Wheelehan is the son of Mrs. Hilda
Wheelehan, of Pasadena, and the
Rev. Bernard F. Wheelehan of
Azusa.
The bride, who was given In
marriage by her father, wore
a gown of white lace nylon over
satin, fashioned en traine.
lace cap with orange blossoms
held her veil. She carried white
roses and an orchid.

The matron of honor, Mrs. Marion Thompson, wore white embroidered organdy over lavender
taffeta and carried yellow daffodils.
e I.
w
the
bride’s home following the ceremony.
The couple will make their
home in San Jose following a
honeymoon trip to Malibu.
The bride is a- graduate of
Hoover high school and Glendale college. The bridegroom,
who is an alumnus of Glendale
high school, is attending San
Jose State college. Ile served
two years with the Navy during
’ the war.

Smiths Home Fraternity Adds
In San Jose t
Theta Chi
sbcial fraternity
Bob Smith and his bride, the’
former Miss Geraldine Vaughan, added" 16 names- to the’ chapter
are now making their 1iO1Y12.-1rt roll Thursday nightTareording to
San Jose, where Smith plans to Herb Patnoe, publicity chairman.
continue his srqdies at San Jose The impressive pledging ceremony
V% as cuiritatted-ti
Thula Chi Pi C-aState college.
The couple i’ere married in a ident Bill Marchant, at the local
quiet ceremony at the First Con- chapter house On’ S. Eighth street.
Don McKinley will serve as
gregational church in Berkeley.
Carmel was chosen as the honey- pledgmaster for the pledge class,
which is one of the largest in
moon site.
Theta Chi history. The group inThe bridegroom Is the son of Mr.
cludes Tom Adams, Don Buselle,
and Mrs.Clarence J.Smith of BerkBill Clark, Jim Collins, ’Fred
eley: Be is IFC representative for,
COoper,,George Matti5s, Jack MacKappa Alpha order, and a Junior
Kay, Don McPherson, and Frank
Justice on the SJSC Student
Nicholson.
Court. He is a graduate of FreOthers are Tom O’Conner, Bob
mont high school in Berkeley.
Pettet, Bill Pettet, Ron Ruiz, Bob
The neW Mrs. Smith is. the...
Shipley,-Dr.iek SeWafield, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Shallenberger.
attendShe
Vaughan of Oakland.
ed the University of California.
following her graduation from
Fremont:

The University of Califorriia
chapter_of Alpha Tau Omega, national social fraternity, will play
host to members and guests of
Delta Theta Omega Saturday,
May 13, according to Frank Horst,
DTO publicity chairman.
Hearst dude ranch in Pleasanton will be the scene of the day’s
activities. An afternoon of golf,
horseback riding,. ten*, and
swimming will be culminated in
the evening by the national fra’t ’
dinner-dance.
"Pledges, members, and . their
guests will leave early Saturday
afternoon far the affair. The local
chapter. is looking forward to becoming _better acquainted with the
national group;" Horst said.
0
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DG Adds 15 Men
To Fraternity

mont,, Bob Fisher, Bud Walker,
A -Mother’s Day dinner will
Ca’44 cb’itinir-Bialleadzar-Dar-341--br sponsored by tbegroup on
Crieghton, and Hank Sekoch.
Sunday. The chapter house will
welcome members and pledges’
"moms" to the. Pi Kappa Alpha
house for the -first time since
the’ group because national,

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Each,
Jr. are now making their home in
San Jose following their recent
marriage in Reno.
The bride, the former Miss
Mary Davis, chose a navy blue
, print dress and black accessories
for her wedding. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William L.Davies of Napa. A senior at San

Stalkers Have Girl
Patricia Joyce Stalker was born
to Mr. and. Mrs. Bob Stalker in
Honcilulu April 8, according to
word received recently. The. baby
girl weighed 7 lbs. and 9 oz.

SktIS

4
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Handcraft Supplies
Wallets - Handbags - Belts

Made to Order
Gifts That Will Really Be Appreciated
Complete Line of. Leathercraft Supplies
Tooling - Calf Linings - Modeling Tools
Buckles- Snaps Dyes - Lacing - Wallet
Fillers 8. Backs - Unborn Calfskin:
Let Us Help You Get Started
We Give Leather Craft Lessons

SANDALS
Made to Order

Parents of the new, baby both
attended San Jose State college.
Mrs. Stalker is the former BarI

a special secondary degree in commerce.
Esch attended SJSC as a student of landscape archttecture.Ho
IS now employed in San Jose.

er
with Alpha Omicron
held membership -in Delta Sigma.
He is now ’employed ..with .thei
W . IL Ramsey ecimpany in- flqtyo-1
lulu.

Seniors.. . . Get Your
Placement Pictures Now
Appointments are now being taken for placement pictures,
sizes 21/2-x3I/2"

$5.00 dozen

$3.50 half dozen

"Proofs Shown In Three Days" /

4.50
In Natural Leather
In Colors 5.00
I

Dial

CYpress 3-6624

BUSHNELL’S STUDIO
34 No. First St.

CYpress 4-8877

E. SAN FERNANDO

Suggeotion

Two men_were_pledged to Kappa Alpha recently in candlelight
Two -sound films, ,’’Australia ceremonies at the chapter house,
ansl "Argentina," will be shown 506 S. Ninth street, according- to

Moiies to Run

--halo irn reverse!
nylon

the neophytes.

by

OS

54O8

You’ve a circle round your
shouldersand it couldn’t be more
flattering than this tuck-and scallop effect by
the great lingerie maker Laros.

. . . Fun for the whole
family. Everybody orders
what they like best, and
Mother is saved hours of
work in the kitchen.
Delicious, tasty food
courteously served at the

Sizes 32 to 38

8.95
Other Selections of Blouses 5.95

Reilaurant-

Startie

Santa Clara Street at 12th 7

98 So. Second.

01.0!1000..000.001.

_

S

The newly -established Delta Pi Strain says. Following the dinchapter of Pi Kappa Alpha an- nrr, the Mothers’ club will hold
offinounced plans this week for an a rekular meeting to elect
accelerated spring quarter social cers.
calendar, according to Dick Strain,
First pledges to be pinned by
publicity chairman.
the group as a national fraternity
include George Abrahamson, AlMSC representatives of the fred Avilla, Herbert Bonds,- Bob
national fraternity will Journey Feuerbach,
Gallagher,
William
to the University of California, Louis Menghini, Hal Messimer,
at Berkeley, Friday night to Walter Morse, and Alvin Nitschke.
-attend the annual PIRA "Brett
eng ini was c osen o e presGirl" dance. The Claremont ident of the neophyte class.
Country club in the Berkeley
hills will be the scene of the
Alpha Sigma chapter’s traditional hop.

The girl selected as "Dream
’Girl of PiKA" will be sent to
fraternity,
by the
Hollywood
Strain says. Local members planning to attend include Herb Johnson, Earl Connolly, Bob’ Durkin,
Pledging ceremonies held Sun- and Bud Guisness.
day afternoon at thelNelta UpsiMay 20 has been set as the date
lon house on S. Eighth street,
added the names of 15 men to the for the district convention of the
fraternity roster, according to Don fraternity, to be held at the UniBrainard, pledge-master for the versity of Southern Califoreia.
SJSC delegates_include Bud _aulsgroup.
DU
neophytes
include
Len ness, chapter president; Torn
Rhodes, Hank Down, George Mac- Burch, vice-president ;George PatDonald, Marvin Moore, Ray Lelun- terson, house manager; Herb
kuhl, Tom Sperling, Bud Cheno- Johnson, IFC representative; and
weth, Steve Harper, Mike Mara- Bill Hatch, rush chairman.

Davis, Esch
Wed in Reno

SPARTAN DAILY
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SJ Frat Will Visit Cal
For Dream Girl’ Dance

Kappa A. Pledge
Two Neophytes

cordhig to the Audio
__leo-center-

10,

CYpress 4-4151

Remember the one who never forgets
-- Make Mom Queen for a Day on
her day this

Sunday, May 14

This page is deditated- to. these "moms away
from home", the stifaiitylusesetnothers. Like -so
many-ether unsung hefeiiiihe’houiemother is constantly depended upon, but seldom loaded with
praise. To these ten-coMmanders of campus Greek
groups, the Spartan Daily staff offers a warm salute.
For "action above and beyond the i_c_411 of duty"
the sorority housemother more than qualifies, Carry-

SUNDAY. MAY

where the winters are cold, she
quite naturally enjoys the football
season. Last fafi she either atKapp
Dreams of Honolulu will un- tended or listened to all the Spardoubtedly occupy this Sunday tan grid games. Her love for the tbletera, bli0(
when Mrs. James Gwynne thinks outdoor sports doesn’t end with
of her daughter who resides there. football however, for she really in her
Another daughter lives in Boise enjoys playing golf and riding ten mji
Ymie-horsebaek. To the Detta-Gammas
which means that Mrs.
doesn’t see her real daughters too she is a real sport as well as a aht sa481
r
wonderful friend.
often.
mother
This Sunday Mrs. Gwynne’s
A gri
Alpha Phi daughters will try to
serve ,t
make up for her absent children.
Ohio, 1
Being the versatile person she
Mrs. Myrtle Greenway is the work it
is, Mrs. Gwynne probably will at- luckiest housemother of all houseShe
tend church as so many of the mothers at San Jose State col- the wa
mothers will do this Sunday. In lege. This Sunday on Mother’s
as head
- the afternoon she may try to set- Day she will have one of her
sons
at
vices
tle down to writing a bit, which with her. The other son is in he
Favc
she admits shyly, is one of her U. S. Navy.
- favorite --peatimear- Noi too 4ong
Be-To-Fe she Mr-on
jOb ot housemi
ago she was deeply involved in an mothering San Jose State
college
and re’
article concerning the reasons Alpha Chi Omegas, yfrs.
Greenwomen become housemothers.
way served as housemother at the interest
Mrs. Gwynne is from Boise, University of Texas.
she act
Idaho and attended the University
a or e
Greenway
her
is unique in
Minneapolis7 _Mrs
of Minnesota at
ability to sing. The A Chi Os say
Since she likes to travel, she tries
she isn’t justan ordinary singer
to do a little each year. Two years
either. She is a soloist- colorat
Li
ago she went to Honolulu. Last who had her own company
for a
year she toured Canada.
One
while and has done much concert
Although she enjoys the girls
work. During the war she con- thers-a
of Alpha Phi very much, she cantributa4 muel3 in_the..cutexatain,-..xlay_ w
not forget her loyalty to Idaho.
ment field by singing for armed Althou
force units.’
home,
The Indianapolis Conservator and hi
was where Mrs. Greenway did will b
Gamma-Phi-Beta’s housemother,- much-of her-musical. studying. She ones v
Mrs. N. B. Powers, became a also did some spegialization work_
housemother because of her inter- in Austin, Texas.
-t h- eMrrsf;
Before she came to Californiii bra fo
est in working with young people.
to
two
music
sonishe
belonged
She enjoys her duties as mother to
Sai
‘o
the sorority members very much. eties in Austin: For ,orie of’ the ago
fr
A graduate of Mills college, clubs she wrote Christmas stories
’Belo
Mrs. Powers’ home is in San each year. Short story writing is
Francisco. This is her second year high on her list of things she en- Brown
.er for
as housemother for Gamma Phi joys doing.
Girls of Alpha Chi Omega feel Icy calri
Beta.
Spec
Music tops the list of Mrs. Pow- their housemother is -toys _oniony
ers’ special interests. Among the mothers.
- She- -pa
mualeal--werks-Lin--which-she-hasthe loc
participated
are
choir .work,
Book II
church soloing, and work in opera.
She has a contralto voice and en.
Picture a truly gracious lath ant int
joys singing. Although Mrs. -Pow- With the be§t-inti.resta of
t’zirts enJoysAmin
ers never tires of mpsic, she at heart and the image of MN
especially likes the classics.
Gladys Sanderson, housemother oi ests, Sc
Another pastime Which Mrs.
Omicron Pi, comes int() of her i
Powers enjoys is traveling. Hav- focus.
Mrs.
ing done a great deal of it, she
Mrs. Sanderson was the most derful
believes that each state has beau- illusive of all the first ladies ot self tr.%
ty in Its own way.
the sororities. Little information Jose ft
was secured except that the girls She sa3
have formed a strong attachmem of her
for the kindly adopted mother.
Spring in California is something new to Mrs. H. B. Greenman. Tfie green fields and radiant
flowers are a never-ending wonder to the lady from New York.
Last year on Mother’s Day Mrs.
Greenman strved the Delta Gamma chapter at the University of
livelLnel
Virginia. This year the San Jose
) lPItair:
State college Delta Gammas will
-buoy% --her--as-a--d.
1., house-- mother.
:l.laanamdN e el
Near Keuka Lake in New York
is the former home of the kindly
housemother.
When she lived
- A
Last
there she workgd as a private
01.
en rOili
0heT4,e,
4
nri 001i II t.
for -several
Since she comes from the- land

Mrs. Jas. Gwynne

Just For You College Guys & Gals
(And to see if you read these ads.)

10% DISCOUNT
(WITH THIS ADV.)

MOTHER’S DAY GIFTS

Mrs. M. Greenway

Hundreds of items from
Home and Abroad, $1.00 to $5.00
And, of

course,

MRS. JAMES GWYNNE

luAtod

-

ALPHA PHI

7

--Angelo Butera Photo

House of Gifts
I 17 South First Street

irk r

"feet first fashions

Mrs. N. B. Powers

Your Favorite

11.1)()WERS

MR.

GAMMA PHI

Mrs. M. Sanderson

BETA

Angelo Butera Photo

Mary Jane now in PINK -YELLOW -- POWDER BLUE -RED -- GREEN and NAVY
calf.

Mrs. H. Greenman

wMini
i\sh
)%eraniai r

- Also in WHITE -- BLACK -BLUE -- BROWN suede.
Sizes to 10
AAAA to B

$7.95

MRS. H.

GREENMAN

DELTA
Angelo fluters Photo

.s

k 4 -vo

For that special occasion
Give a lovely portrait

So soft ... so styled-right.
$o really flexible and flat
and flattering. For every one
of your everyday ensembles ...

by

gutepa
M RS%--114,--GR
free parking

38 so. second

NEYAW

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
AnL;cli

(lidera Photo

--

80 E. San Fernando
CY 2-6590 1
San Jose

ing the

of a bouncing bunch of college
girls is usoreAkan many bteeLne.rved generals could
stand, But. Arse mild7tempere4, -kindly "mother
velvet glove, and thus
confessors" control
to
each
member
of their adopted
endear themselves
.
.
.clan.
It is to this group of "mothers" that we pay
respect and homage on Mother’s Day 1950..

C. MAY 14th
he

regPOnsibOity

ta Zeta she found that the knowledge she.obtained from those sumKappa Alpha Theta’s housemo- mer classes were very valuable in
Miss Elizabeth Lyman, will helping the San Jose State college
ther,
he
th be able to spend Mother’s Day chapter of Delta Zeta open its
ly in her own home, which is only new house last fall.
The amiable lady finds great
rig, ten mlies away in Los Gatos. She
as has served-the-Thetas; -who-live-pi easttre in taking- -eare -ef-4ee-55
a at 184 S. 11th street, as house- adopted daughters and creating
mother for the past school year. chair covers and footstool covers
A graduate of the Western .Re- out of needlepoint. Another of her
near Hudson, favorite pastimes is playing bridge
serve .University
Ohio, Miss Lyman taught social with the nine housemothers from
the other sororities.
he work hi that institution.
She came to Califorpia during
To the girls of Delta Zeta, she
ol- the war to take over the duties is representative of what the
r’s as head of Red Cross hospital ser- word "mother" signifies.
ns vices at Camp Cook, Santa Maria.
Favorite pastimes of the athe
Kappa 4124 Theta
ot. LT are t v
housemother include gardening
Mrs. E. A. Le G1POS has been
and reading. Another of her top
ninterests is watching sports and housemother for members -of KapThe actively participates in her pa Kappa Gamma since Septem- ber. She arrived in San Jose
pastime,
favorite
athletic
,
m
iw
s
1
_from Oak Park, Ill wiser...she
m1ng
spent most of her life. Her MothZer
er’s Day will be spent with the
F,"
Kappas, to whom she is a true
"mother".
One of the more fortunate moen
Following her course at Housethers -away-from-home this Suntiny will .1st. Mrs Brace Brown, mother’s school at Purdue uni11q1 Although San Francisco is not her versily, she especutily-wamea to
home, it is the home of her son come to California because three
and his family and Mrs. Brown of her sons live in this state.
Mrs. LeGros stUdied at the
will be able to have her loved
usic
ones with her on Mother’s Day. American Con.scrv
rk
Mrs. Brown has been housemo- and the Columbia School of Muther for Chi Omega sorority .sis- sic, both in Chicago. She joined
1
ters for two years. She just came the faculty of the latter school
11(
to San Francisco several years following her graduation
1 It
Her, music career includes-conago
from Aurora, 111.
1
Before coming to San Jose, Mrs. cert work AS a soprano in Chicago and its suburbs, soloist with
n - Brown was a sorority’ housemothseveral orchestras, and operatic
er
for
three
years
on
the
Berke,
work as a soloist. She also has
feel ley campus.
taught private vocal lessons.
onc
Special interests of Mrs. Brown
The course Mrs. LeGross stud.include art lectures and exhibits.
ied at Housemother’s school has
She _particular’s? likes _ atten
the local "art series in Sap Jose.
1 Book reviews also hold an import - sight into group living.
interest in her life, for she
Id
iii. enjoys- reading. _
Among her homemaking interli
tit ests, sewing for the young people
Mrs. Frank -hick has been
nits of her family heads the list.
housemother for the Sigma KapMrs. Brown believes it is won- pas for the past two years. Becl is 1
to be able to express her- fore coming to San Jose she servo 1 self by making a home in San
ed as housemother for groups at
rrn Jose for the girls of Chi Omega.
the University of Miami and the
11
She says she enjoys every moment University of Florida, so her mo11! of her work.
thers’ days have been spent from
east coast to west coast.
Her main objective in coming
to California was to be near her
With her son living in far-away son, who is with the Bank of
Washington, Mrs. Roy Stitzel will America in San Francisco, and
he mothered come Sunday by her to meet her young grandson.
One of her favorite pastimes is
25th Doha zeta 4’daughters" who
sewing for her grandson. She also
live la the chapter house.
Located at 64 S. Tenth street. likes to sew for the girls of Sigma
Delta Zetas’ house is smoothly Kappa.
and efficiently (niers t e(1
After attending Indiana unithe
lady from. -nor ’ana. Before she versity, ICIVs. Trick tatight In elecame to San Jrise State college mentary- schools for a time.
Preceding her housemother cashe was a how-e :mother at the
reer, she attended special courses
University of Montana.
Last. iutrimer Mrs. Stitzel was in house directing at Purdue. Mrs.
enrolled at the Housefriother’s .Irick_says.the instruction she realWhen she joined the .giris of Del-

it.Ir.

MRS. FRANK MICK
SIGMA KAPPA
-Angelo Butera Photo

Miss E. Lyman

-Mrs. E,A. Le Gros

Real "Honest-to -Goodness"
HOME-MADE CANDY
for Mother
from $1.00 up.
ELIZABETH LYN1AN

Gift Wrapped for
Your Convenience

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
- -Angelo Butera Photo

Betsy Ross Candies
239 So. First

Mrs. Grace Brown

Gifts for MOTHER
Remember ,Mother with a
Gift that will always be
precious to her.

Ceramics
Figurines
Small Pictures
Planters
Wall Brackets
You will

MRS. GRACE BROWN
CHI- OMEGA

-

Angelo Butera Photo

find many Precious Gifts at

’We4it

_Pea

14 EAST SAN ANTONIO STREET

Just Around the Corner from First Street

Gift Wrapping For Your Convenience

Mi’s.

SURE, MOM WILL L-O-V-E
anything from the new jewelry
and gift nook at

GLORIA’S
WHAT COULD BE BETTER
than a necklace or earring set
priced just right for that so-important budget . . . gift items from

Mrs. Roy Stitzel

1.00
CHOKERS
BRACELETS
COMPACTS

MRS. ROY STITZEL
DELTA ZETA
--Angelo Butera Photo

N, -

and many other novel items
to select from.
Of course we
GIFT WRAP free
--if you wan+.

s\

"

.441

If Mother prefers .

She deserves the best

LOVELY LINGERIE
from our
’
New Lingerie
Department

SURPRISE MOM
WITH ONE OF THE
BEST LAYER CAKES
SHE’S EVER TASTED

Slips
Petticoats
Gowns
Nylons,
Satins, or
rayons, an
trimmed in
beautiful
laces.

beautifull decorated just
for her made 6iih-e
finest ingredients and
soft as her heart.

PRICES FROM $5.95 UP

ORDER NOW

BUNGALOW BAKERY
91+ &

William Street

-

MR1. E.’

LeGROS

-1CAPPA

CYpress 5-3126
Angelo Butera Photo

0 RI A S

36 So. 2nd St., San Jose
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Part -Time Job Service
At SJS Is Succegsful
The part-time employment service at San Jose State college has
proved to be successful in providing student labor to the community
of San Jose.
Mrs. Florence Kellenberger, secretary of part-time employment
report of
in the office of Dean of Men Paul Pitman, submitted
1950,
which
revealed
that
of 413
March,
employment figures for
jobs offered, 376 were filled.
Of the 37 jobs left unfilled, one
was not offered to student consititiatiini because -of inadequate
pay; 28 were unfilled as students
were unable to accept because of
hours, distances, or because the
jobs expired before they could be
filled; eight were unfilled because
the employer decided to hire elsewhere.
Jobs offered included steady
part-time, occasional, and commission work. A total of .844 students applied for work in the
period between Sept. 1, 1949, and
March 1, 1950.

Department Stores
-Send hterviewers
Representatives from Sears and
Roebuck and Montgomery Ward
stores, will be on campus to interview graduating seniors who are
interested in department store
Atkinemployment. _Dr. Emil.
son, head of the Commerce depail ment, announced yesterday.
Interviews with the representatives from Sears corporation will
be hold Wednesday, May 17, and
Int et iews with the one from
yontgotnery %Yard store will take
place ’Wednesday, May .24.
The Comm e Tee department
tirL:es all interested, seniors to sign
up immediately for ’appointments
with Miss Lillian Lynum in the
C, ,reree
-r-n
office.

’Time and the Conways’
June-8-13

Si Engineers
Display Work
. By Al Grosal
The second annual engineering
open house to be presented by
the San Jose State college Engineering department will be held
May 18-19, it was announced ’today by Dr. Ralph J. Smith, department head.
Dr. Smith is being assisted
with plena for the event by Mr.
0. A. Israelsen, assistant professor of engineering.
The purpose of the open house
will be to acquaint the rest of
the campus and the public with
the work that is being done in
the two Quonset hilts on San Carlos street. Advanced engineering
and aeronautics students will organize the exhibits, construct the
demonstration equipment and explain the operation of apparatus
machines.
A fisv-iscrur _show was held_
last year. Because the displays
drew such a multitude of spectators, it was decided to extend
the 1950 show over two evenines and one afternoon,
Friends and parents of students
are welcome and a special invita.
lion is being extended to industrial leaders and practicing engineers in the area.
-"There were more than 1300
viSitors last year and we expect
an even bigger crowd this year
to see a program of educational
displays and spectacular demonstrations," Dr. Smith said.

Camp Miniwanca
Applications Thie

Heath Raps
Hypocritical

Announcements

Pallet:op* club: Meet in the
Philosophy building at 8 o’clock
tomorrow ’night for a panel discussion on the philosophy of Sri
In a recent United Press story Aurobindo. Refreshments will he
in the Spartan Daily, Professor served after the discussion.
George C. Yates of Arizona State
Freshman Class Council: 3:30
college was reported as suggesting p.m. meeting today in Room 39.
that the nation’s colleges give a
course in "drinking in moderaSojourners club: Refreshments
and election of officers, in Room
tion."
Professor Yates made the 139 tonight at 7:30 o’clock.
suggestion in a speech before
Alpha Eta Rho: Notice to all
a meeting of the U. S. Brewers’
SJSC
pilots sign
up today for
Foundation in San Francisco.
Dr. Harrison F. Heath, profes- Alpha Eta Rho’s 3rd annual air
sor of psychology, "saw red" after meet.
reading the wire release.
Bibliophiles: 4:30 o’clock meet"Whether he realizes it or not," ing this afternoon in Library Rm.
Heath said, "Yates is, by that 212.
statement, selling himself out to
Sophomore Council: There will
the U. S. Brewers’ Foundation.
If he is interested in real temper- be a short meeting in the Student
Union at 3:30 p.m. today prior
ance, the brewers are not."
According to Dr. Heath, a to the barbecue.
similar brewers’ group has conWAA Swim club: There will be
tacted San Jose State college in
meeting this week.
the past in an "insidious" re- no
quest to "help education at your
AWS: Meet in Room 24 today
college in any way that we at 4:30 p.m.
can."
G.A.S.P.: Special ex. corn. meetDr. Heath believes that colleges
as such should not make any ing. Pfefferneuse and mate will
alliance with the U. S. Brewers’ be served after this discussion:
Foundation ,or any other commer- "Will the devaluation of the pound
cial enterprise whose only goal is sterling effect the Mexican Basethe sale of the varipus forms of ball association?"
alcohol.
Fencing club: All persons interested should attend the 3:30
o’clock meeting this afternoon in
the Women’s gym.

Seniors Can Order
t Book Shop

Homecoming committee: Important meeting at 8 o’clock tonight
in Rciom 20.

C a Al p Miniwance committee:
The following students should attend the 2:30 p.m. mproting
morrow in Dr. Rich’s office (education): Marilyn Zeller, Lud SW,
yar, Bob Madsen, Marjolie Foster,
Marian Swanson, Joan Hale, Fred
Jobs, Ron LaMar, Henry Down,
Dave Down, Marsh Pitman and
Phil Ward.
Inter-Fraternity Council: 7:30
o’clock meeting tonight at the
Delta Sigma Gamma house..
All math majors and minors:
Fu-Tse-Huang speaking on the
abacus will be a ’feature of the
Gamma Pi Epsilon open -house tonight at 7:30 o’clock.
Alpha Gamma: Election of officers in Room Al tonight at 7:30
o’clock.
Senior Connell: Meet in Room
121 at 7:30 o’clock tonight for
Senior Ball discussion.
Pi Omega PI: 7:30 o’clock meeting tomorrow night in apartment
1, 444 N. First street.
Industrial Arts majors and
minors: 4 p.m. meeting in Room
27 tomorrow for all Industrial
Arts majors and minors who plan
to do student teaching any quarter next year.

Start your set in matching

Air-Plane Luggage
Values at

Orders for senior name cards
will be taken this week and next
House dedication
Student
in the Spartan Book store, ac- meeting tonight at the new Stucording to Salesman Frank Horst. dent Y house, 272 S. Seventh
Orders for the identification cards street. Meeting starts at 7:30
must be in by the end of next o’clock.
week, Horst Said.
Student V: Camp councilor
Seniors may see Horst in the
book store at the following hours: course starts today. Meet at 3:30
Monday, Wednesday and Friday - p.m. in the new Student Y house,
7:55 a.m. to 9:25 a.m.; Monday 272 S. Seventh street.
- 12:25 p.m. to
and Wednesday
1:25 p.m.; Monday 2:25 p.m. to 1
30 So. Second Street, San Jose
3:25 p.m.; and on. Tuesday and
Thursday 12:25 p.m. to 1:25 p.m.,
Seniors are asked to place their
orders iMmediately."’Sn- that’ thr-t
FOR RENT- inen,1--’Complete
&
delivery date will meet the
I
Board
and
room: College
oat 100 deadline. Horst said.
four vacancies. Also board only.
Eleven meals wee_kly. 380 S. Ninth
DELICIOUS STEAKS- street. CY 3-9942.
One vacancy for man student.
YUM ! YUM I
Rails’ -committee- Ideal foe- study:---$15 per 4non4-14,Ed ’
360
S.
’Ninth
street.
his
members
of
head, requests .ail
committee to attend the meeting
FOR SALE: /
at 7 o’clock tonight in Room 21.
Two months old Vestinghouse
Matters to be discussed include
card stunt plans for the San Di- refrigerator, 7.4 cu. ft., 1167 Bird
ego football game, final plans on menue. CY 3-6398.
Mr. Spartan and the intersquad
Four beautiful I. black three
.
game to be played June 7.
months old cocker spaniels: AX
6-2219.
_
_
’37 Pontiac reoupe, jump seats,
very clean. Must be seen to be
The philosophy of Sri Auro- appreciated. Contact Joe Rich.
bindo will be the topic of tomor- ards, "R" box, Coop.
row evening’s Philosophy club
sERVICES
pa ne I discussion, according to
Louis Candy, president.
Typing done, also shorthand;
Breakfast Lunch
Dinner
Refreshments will be served rapid. accurate, 20 years experiafter the 8 o’clock meeting in the ence, Student rate $1.25 an hour.
Philosophy
28 S. 13th stret. CY 3-0738.
Students making up the panel . Do you need help in English or...
board are Da % id Belrose, Charres -Spanish? Private lessons, very
125 S. FOURTH
Abildgaard. William Swift, Dale reasonable. CY 2-0324.
LaMar, Earl Singer and Russell

Classified Ads

.75c

arg

ANDREES_

Today’ is the last day to file
application:Z for Camp Miniwanca
leadership training, according to
Marsh: Pitman, Camp Miniwanca
Committee chairman.
Three scholarships are offered
for the camp. Two will be sponsored by the. student body and
one by the Danforth foundation.
(Inc man and one woman will receive AS B backing. The Danforth
scholarship will go to P freshman.

Drive-1n Restaurant
(Across From Civic Auditorium)
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
Breakfast Lunch
Dinner
Try Our Famous
Bar-B-Cued Spare Ribs
85
with Spec:al Sauce
Hone -Mad, Chili with
30
Freels Ground Beef
French Fried
85
Prawns
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
Horne-Made Apple Dumpling
with hot rum Sauce .......

arele See

25 0

25
Deep Dish Pies
Open Every Day, 7:30 a.m. ’fill I a.m.
F4.-Set. till 3 am.Car Service

FOR All VISITORS TO

CALIFORNIA

’AMAMI& HISTORIC at MilliON DOUAI Law use.
HACIINDA ’WHEll /HI SUN SHINIS All 11.1 NNE.
Ilheigtra ague dwe
fr.#.14,- Ark ;Need
105tH (’155 SUNDAY HONANG 130 AS/0 "DUN RANCH
IMHAIHAST RADIO SHOW 1111(1H.I.NoNG leAuTy FAMOUS
foe Sup/ cuPA FINS FOOD FRINDlY MOND SwuA RIK
DANC/ COCKIS
AI Waal HIM C0101 SOUV0011 /OWNS
Pleasenton 4, Calif.

eutadmisa Raosc4

SUNDAY IS MOTHER’S DAY!

DAy

Thinkers Meet

DONUTS & COFFEE
150
SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP

at home with
Lei’s have a good old-fashioned MOTHER’S
ag Chatterton Special Mother’s BT.: jumiorr.
MOTH ER, Tea time
Cake will surprise
and if it is warm, fry our celebrated Frio
Candy
Punch. For out-oftwn students
we ship .and guarantee perlug will
fect, delivery!
first one

CHATTERTON BAKERY
221s 2nd _ Opposite YWCA CY 4-3717

We specialize in fine and delicate
garments. Formals - Blouses
Sweaters - Knit Suits

ART CLEANERS
3911 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
CYpress 3-9309

Catering -to those Who Cares
DAVE ROiENTHAL, JR.,

Owner-Operator

Dinner

Rally t;ronp to Plan
Future Stunts Tonight

hopes tomorrows meet.
be q$ successful as the
.
this quarter..

Society Tells Plans
Iota Della Phi, French honor
society, wiij hold its annual open
house May 17, in the Student
Union, at 7 p.m.
The theme for the open house
is "Renezvous a Montmarte." The
slogan is derived from a section
of Paris.

Spartan Daily
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Entered as second class matter April 24, 11134,
as San Jose, California, under Hie *et et
March 3, I$ M

- IT’S OUT OF THIS WORLD!-----

"UP THE RIVER"
IN CAPITOLA
W164 -5414519k
ROMANCE IN DINING!
Dancing in the Beautiful
/I

Keck ROM

Fun leased wire zervic of United Press.
Press of the Globe Printing Company, 144S S
First St.N, San Jose, California. Member, Call.
ewstmoor Publisher’s Association.
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DINNERS
Now 55c

45-minute drive to "Capitola-by-the-Sea."
Have your next party here. Fraternity and
sorority fetes welcomed. For reservations

THE COOP

PHONE SANTA CRUZ 6140

.6000000000000ls000000000t.
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Prof Plays
SAE Will Sponsor
Tree Swinger German Student
At Alum Rock

Plans to bring a foreign student, preferably German, to San
Jose State college are being
,By ROY HURLBERT
enacted by the SJS chapter of
"Doctor McCalluin, I presume!" Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Financial aspects of the unThese were the exultant words
of rugged pioneers of science as dertaking would be solved by
they ended a desperation search contributions of the members of
Tuition, books,
of the Alum Rock Park wilds last the chapter.
room and board, clothing and
week.
Earlier, reports emanated from travel expense from. New York
the science department that the will be supplied by SAE. The
curly-haired medico was missing program will be financed outmysteriously from his lecture side of the regular fraternity
budget.
chores.
The student will be brought to
A group of students informed
Dr. Carl Duncan that "G. A." de- the United. States by the Instiserted them during the course of tute of International Education,
New York City. This organization
a field trip.
Immediately, Dr. Duncan sent has set up a commission in foreign
searching parties into the caver- countries to accept applications of
nous depths of the love jungle in interested students. All applicants
an effort to find his errant are thoroughly screened before
they are accepted.
servant.
The plans are being made in
Frank "Bring ’ern back alive"
Gale and "Jungle Jim" Rhodes conjunction with the SAE Forled separate parties as they eign Student plan started two
braved the wilds for almost two years ago at the Drake unihours. Still no signs of Georgeous versity chapter. The SAE’s at
Drake have brought two stuGeorge.
Finally, an end came’ to their dents to the United States thus
tramping, for alert-eyed Gale far and expect to sponsor a
spotted something in the dusk third hi the fall of MO.
About 12 chapters of the frajust this side of the falls.
Approaching more closely, the ternity have participated in the
weary rescuers saw McCallum program. San Jose State college
doing a Tarzan swing from one will be the first college on the
west coast to have a foreign stueucalyptus tree to another.
.- _Disturbed from . his glee, Mc- dent registered under "the fraCallum decided to call it a day. ternity program.
Othside of aiding a foreign stu’ "I alWays- wanted to find out
how. the -king of the apes swung dent to gain an education, the
from ’tree to ’at*. Gee, but this aims of the program are:
1. To promote relations between
Is fun," he cried out.
Only after repeated coaxing, the citizens of the United States
,Dr. Duncan persuaded the blond and those of Germany.
2. To help democracy defeat
bomber to abandon his leopard
communism by showing foreign
skin and come home.
Devoid of all thoughts of the students the advantages -of freeescapade, McCallum was back on dom.
the job Thursday. He got back to
3. To show these foreign stu
his "nature studies" with added dents the American way of life
zest, according to reports.
so they may compare its freedoms
and advantages with
other ways of life and types of
government.
According to Charles Abildgaard, pre-med student, head of
the San Jose SAE foreign students committee, the student
should arrive in time for fall registration. Other members of the
committee are: Owen Hall,’Sheldon Williams, Ross Campbell, and
John Drew.

For

Mother’s Day
Candy
Gifts

’Time and the Conways’
June 8 - 13

from

There is Choice of many
Sondwiches Ice
ream
Candy and Milk at

Morehead-Fleming
Drug Co.
Free
CY 2-4114

San Jose Box Lunch

Delhery
2nd & San Fiernando

135 E. San Antonio, off 4th
Open ’till 2:45 P.M.

United Wants
Qualified
Stewardesses

Members of the Student V worked all day Saturday on their
new home at 272 S. Seventh street cleaning rooms, gardening, sanding floors and moving furniture. Here they are adding the finishing
touches to the front porch in preparation for the dedication service
tonight.
photo by Comelln

Do you fit the following qualifications: Between 5 ft. 2 in. and
ft. 7 in. in height, - and- -.weigh.
135 lbs. or less, proportionately;
between 21 and 27 years old; unmarried; and have 20/30 vision in
each eye without glasses?
If you fit these qualifications
and have had two years of college, or one year plus one year
of business experience, you may
apply for a position as a stewardess for United Air Lines.
According to a brochure received by the Placement office,
"United is interested in women
who are gracious, resourceful and
are patient in their relations with
the public and their fellow workers. A stewardess must feel that
the passengers aboard the Mainliner are her guests!’

Student Y Moves Down Street
To New Home at 272 S. Seventh
By TOM .MURPHINE
Members of the Student Y participated in a "get out from
under" movement Saturday when they held a clean up day in preparation to moving to their new headquarters at 272 S. Seventh street.
rIrs swarmed over the new house all day long. Painting, scrub.

1

-.1
. . . . LOVE THOSE
-CHUCKBURGERS

bring, sanding, waxing, pOlishing
and weeding kept the workers!
busy until after dinner.
Some of the group worked on I
You’ll love them, too, once
tearing out all the fixtures and
you’ve tried them. They’re
equipment from the old basement
Tentative Senior class plans call
tasty charcoal broiled sandheadquarters the Y had been for baccalaureate servites , for .
occupying. While this was going June graduates to be held in the;
wiches that fairly melt in
on, Del Duke and Gordon Shoul- ’’Civic auditorium, according to
your mouth. Come in and
dice "fired up" two electric sand- II Dr. James C. DeVoss, dean of
enjoy one with a large
era and busied themselves getting professional education.
"western size" cup of coffee.
the floor of the new building
have ’
In
services.
the
past
the
You’ll have the time of your
ready to paint.
life.
They worked together quite been held in Morris Dailey audiseniors/4well, only "fouling up" once. ()n torium. This year the
. change to be sure
that occasion, the two sanders.! quested the
electric cords, and sawdust all 1I there would be room for all parto attend. The col ended up in complete confusion. ents wishing
committee apPersonnel
lege
:,IVADOR
cord:
electric
severed
--one
Result
request.
I
proved
the
nobody injured.
Friedoun Piezade h. Cecil I
Webb, Leona Crouch, and Joan I
Kimble worked on the yard detail. The debris was hauled by
trailer to the local dump. The
Y’ers had to make several trip..
Bob Dean, Herb Thomas and
Ted Trett were busy moving
furniture and other fixtures
from the old location to the
new.
AT PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT
Agroup. of rers under the direction of Jean Justice saw to it
that the workers’ efforts were
not in vain. They kept the food
Across from Cal. Book Co.
121 E. SAN FERNANDO
on hand for lunch and dinner in
the evening.
After dinner, the Y workers returned to the new house to paint
floor after the completion of
the sanding job by Miss Duke and
Shobldice, who had not severed
any more electric cords. The floor
was painted in about 30 minutes flat, which was considered
some kind of a record because
TODAY IS YOUR
none of the loyal Y’ers were painted into a corner.
When the painting was done.
the group returned to the old Y
to take a last look and hold an
informal dance in the empty main
room.

Senior Services
Slated for Civic

irm

Benedict"s
CHI CK WAGOPV
2.1 & sys

EVERYTHING FOR TENNIS

2.50 & up
RESTRINGING
REPAIRING While You Wait
BALLSSHOES
TENNIS SHORTS
SOX

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP

ATTN: JUNIORS & SENIORS!

LAST CHANCE
TO GET YOUR TICKETS

Bowser to Speak

Your last chance to save
$1.25 on

LIFE

Attorney. General Fred Homer
will u guest speaker at a clues.
tion-answer hour at 2 p.m. FridaylliG
in the Phi Sigma Kappa house,
598 S. Ninth street.
CO), Staggs, PSK president, invites all students interested to attend the meeting, which he says
was arranged in an effort to further political awareness among
college students.

Lounge

and $1.50 on

TIME
Subscribe at the Special Senior Rate

YOUR SPARTAN SHOP

Gets Paint

Pastels of greens and grays, are
the dominating colors in the recently redecorated Tau Delta Ph:
lounge on the upper floor of the.
tower. According to publicity i
I man, Lou Frangione, the new fur- I
!nature- is finishea in the fraternity’s colors.
The work on the renovated
lounge, which took approximately
100 hours, was ddne by members
Dick Hoffman, Tom Wempe, Law&rice Stram, Bill Allman and
Lyle Tyler.

FOR THE

JR.3R. MIXER B
AT ALUM ROCK PARK
Only $1.00
For a Big Steak Barbecue

TICKETS ON SALE AT LIBRARY ARCH
Mixer will include games, swimming and other sports.
There will be competition between classes. So, turn
out to help your class win.

STARTS AT 4:30 P.M. ON THURSDAY

8
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Golfers Trim Broncos,
Leave for Tournament Spartans Play
Resuming golf play after a 12year lapse, San Jose State college
defeated their cross-town rival,
University of Santa Clara, 18%
to 8’2, at La Rinconoda yesterday.
It was the Spartans’ sixth dual
win of the season, as against two
defeats.
Coach Walt McPherson and a
team of four leave this afternoon
for San Diego. The locals meet

Two Men Join_
Inactive List
Two more body blows were
rained on San Jose’s track team,
farther narrowing the number of
entries in the West Coast relays
Saturday.. Coach ,,Bud Winter announced yesferday that Jim Gillespie, sprinter and hurdler, suffered pulled leg muscles in practice. In addition, Rueben Derrick, middle distance’ runner, May
have to leave school to care for
his father who was involved in
an accident recently, according to
Winter.
The two join teammates Bob
Crowe, Don Davis, Bob Nicolai
and Frank Morris, all of whom
are out with various muscle ailments. Gillespie might be ready
for the meet Saturday, however,
as well as Davis and Morris,
Winter reported that he probably will enter the following men
in the relays: George Mattos, pole
vault; Mel Martin, high jump;
Ron Maire, broad jump: Boyd
Porch a.nd Lynne Greene, javelin;
George Nickel and Dave Porter,
discus: Frank Morris, shot put;
Dore Purdy, 5000 meters. An 880yard and a mile relay team also
may be sent.

the Aztecs in a dual meet Thursday. The following day California
Collegiate Athletic association’s
annual tournament will be held.
In the feature match yesterday,
Warren MacCarty and Ken Venturi bested Pat Kennedy and Tom
Waters; 2%-%, in best ball. Individually, Venturi defeated Kennedy, 2-1.
MacCarty blanked
Waters, 3-0.
Jay Hopkins took two points
from John Kilty while teammate
Tony Poshepny trimmed Joe Dunlap by the same scorer But despite
,the fact that both Broncos lost
their matches they still managed
to walk off with best ball, 21/2-%.
In the third match, Ted Hecht
beat Bob Henderson, 2%-%, while
partner, Cliff Chaney, split with
Dick Fitzmaurice,
’The
Spartan duo won best ball, 2%-%
MacCarty was medalist for the
day with a 71, 1-over-par. Venturi
and Hopkins carded 72’s. Next
low man for the Spartans was
Captain
Poshepny with a 73.
Kennedy led the Broncos by posting a 73.

Inman Turns Down
Pro Cage Offer

Stu :nman, San Jose State college basketball star for the past
four years, has turned down an
attractive pro-cage- offer from the
Chicago Stags. Instead, Inman
will embark on a coaching career marrying Miss Elinor Herzig
of Santa Ana in June.
Rated one of the finest basketball players ever to wear the Gold
and White, Inman holds the alltime college four-year scoring record with 1503 points. The Alameda ace has been selected to
All-CCAA cage squads for the
past three years.
A
RENT
In making his decision, Inman
TYPEWRITER
also turned down Frank Walsh’s
SPECIAL STUDENT
offer to 4our South America with
3mONTHS 1 0
RATS
the Cow Palace casaba All -Stars
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES this summer. Walsh is the em2-7501
go E SAN FERNANDO CY
presario of the San Francisco
Cow Palace.
Stu’s bride-to-be is currently
teachirig at Chaffey junior college
1111r
in Ontario, California.

Net Team Wins

ARMSTRONG’S
FOUNTAIN
Quality Foods at Reasonable
Prices
Sandwiches - Salads - Sodas

ARMSTRONG’S
PHARMACY
A Complete Line of
DRUGS, COSMETICS
and ACCESSORIES

5),E4 So. 10th

CV 2-5502

Winning three out of four
matches, the San Jose State college frosh tennis team defeated
Campbell high school 4-1 yesterda’y afternoon at Campbell.
In singles play Joe Dawkins, SJ
def. Mino Yamate, 6-2, 6-3; Wayne
Thiebaud, SJ def. Dave Baxter,
6-2, 6-3 and Tom Eike, SJ def.
Tom Barton, 6-3. 6-2.
- In doubles competition Campbell’s Herechback and Ilearon defeated Brown and Nicholson of
San Jose 6-1 6-4. Jensen and
Van Dusen won the other doubles
match from Taylor A nd Shamrock
of Campbell 6-2, 9-7. ,

8-Hr. Service
Save Time
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"
Snirts in at 9:00 Out at 5:00

9"o/den kle.6t

Dry Cleaners

Main Plant CYpress 2-1052
25-29 S. Third Street
24th & Santa Clara
231 Willow
275 E. William
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen
1199 Franklin, Santa Clara
,386 E. Reed

GENE AND ED WILLIAMS’

-RENDEZVOUS CAFE
A Good Place to Eat

Our Daily Feature

CLUB STEAK oNLY $1.00

(CUT ’FROM MOFFATT’S MANTECA B(F)
SALAD, FRENCH FRIES, GARLIC BREAD

1505 So. First St.

Open 24 Hours A Day

SF; Squad Cut
The San Jose Spartans, led by
the flashlight of Coach Walt Williams, will enter fog-shrouded San
Francisco to meet Pete Newell’s
SF Dons at Townsend Field at 3
o’clock tomorrow, May 11.
The Spartan senior, Ralph Romero, will attempt to bring home
the victory for Walt Williams.
The bespectacled right-hander has
won four and lost three this season. His ERA average is 5.58.
Coach WiMams has announced a squad cut. Five players,
Leon Papkoff,
Blii Fielder,
Gene Worthington, Jack Fredericks, Al Van Aman, and Tom
Burch, have been dropped from
the squad for the remainder of
the session. All except one of
the remaining games on the
Spartan schedule are on the
road. so VIBIlams Is only keeping 15 men.
According to Williams, there is
no punishment involved in the
squad cut.
The batting averages through
games, played May 6’ show that
Ralph Romero and Dave McCarty are leading the Spartan regulars with the "willows". Romero
is batting .375 and wild -tempered "Mac" has a booming .370
mark.
Ray Jacobus and Pete Mesa
will do the mound chores in the
week -end clashes with Cal Poly
at San Luis Obispo.

Kaddy Corner
a

By JERRY THOMAS

your caddy thinks the Spartans
rate an excellent chance. . . .
four-man team entry helps no
end. . .
WHAT A DIFFERENCE A
STROKE MAKES . . . If Lady
Luck gives Jay Hopkins his share
of the breaks, he may gain some
of the accolades he deserves. . . .
While some of his teammates have
been reaping inches of copy, Jay,
No. 3 man, plays quietly and without appreciable notice. . . . Yet
if Hopkins was able to win a hole
here and there he would be sit ing atop the ladder, from copy
standpoint, that is. . . . In his
last four tournaments, Hopkins
has lost every match on an extra
hole. Earlier this season in an
intra-squad match, Jay was beaten by Joe Zakarian on the 21st
hole. . . . That started his run
of extra-match downfalls. Next
he lost to teammate George
Bruno or. the 20th in the NCI
tourney. Bruno eventually won
the championship. A few weeks
later Hopkins lost his club championship on the 19th hole. . . .
Recently in the Peninsula Invitational, he was beaten by Ken
Venturi on the 19th again. . .
Hove over Pete Mesa, you have
-company.
WA THE HECK.. . Recently Ted Hecht, member of the
golf team, became a father for
the Drat_ time. His wife, Dorothea, gave birth to a 1-lb.-II-oz.
girl. Knowing Ted’s aversion to
packing his own clubs, we’re
surprised that he didn’t order a
boy for future caddy service.
INJURY REPORT ... Bud
Watts, Spartan golfer who was
involved in an auto accident Sunday, is mending slowly but sure’
ly. . . . He was cut ritther severely, but the lacerations were not
of any serious nature. . . . Bill
King will be discharged sometime
today from the Health cottage.
His ankle will be fitted with a
walking cast in a few days.

MHO’S
ON , 1F1E1RST
. . .
At the start of this season’s golf
schedule, it generally was conceded that the golfing powers in
Pacific collesiate circles would be
found at San Diego State, Stanford and San Jose State college.
. . . From the beginning the form
players were getting "snafued".
At the NCI tournament Cal walked off with top honors, leaving
the Spartans and Indians several
strokes behind. . . Let us now
add to the confusion of determining the best of the west. . . .
San Diego, the southland’s pride,

Netters Face
COP Nemesis
College of the Pacific, the team
that broke a San Jose State college win streak at three straight
on April 22, is heavily favored to
end a current Spat tan tennis wi,
streak at four today. Today’s
matches will be played in Stock top.
The powerful Tiger netters returned from a recent southland
excursion where they suffered
setbacks to both UCLA and USC.
Coach Emmett Shoffner’s men
collared the Meals &rib tWeir
first meeting, and figure on out pointing
Mentor Ted Mumby’s
team in the re-match.
Feature singles match again
will pit Hank Pfister. great COP
star, against Arra "Butch" Kriknriar. of the Spartans. Pfister won
the first meeting in straight sets. I
Remaining Bengal performers,
who all are rated on a par, give
the Stocktonites one of the best balanced aggregations in college
tennis circles.
, - Darrell Winrich, Don jar.
Don Hamilton, Clint Arbuckle
and Bob Ilall follow Pfister.
The Golden Raiders, winners in
seven out of the1r last eight
matches, continue a busy. week of
lermis by - meeting Sacramento
State or. the capital city courts
Friday. and paying the U9iversit) of Nevada in Reno Saturday.

JAY HOPKINS
came northward for matches with
San Jose. and Stanford: 5iow read
carefully and with a degree of
profound concentration-- SJ beat
SD. then SU beat. SJ, and SD
beat SU. More confusion SJ beat
UC earlier in the year, but recently, UC beat SJ, but SU trounced
UC uh, answer the iihOne . . . I
think someone is muddled!
MAYBE SEVEN? . . . This
week-end will find the Spartan
golf team in San Diego for the
(’(’AA tourney. Tomorrow the
locals encounter the Aztecs in
a dual meet at Mission Valley
Country club, the site of the’
’rnursday tournament. . . San
Jose has won the conference
title six years running and this
being their last year of (’CAA
competition, nothing would be
more pleasing than a seventh
and final golf trophy. . . Coach
Walt McPherson will enter the
following men in Friday’s
matches: Ken Venturi, Warren
MacCarty, Jay Hopkins and
Joe Zakarian. . . . The championship team will be determined over 36 holes of medal
play.
Despite the lose of Bill King,

...1104wWw..441ftwOole11401111111

KENS

INN

255 S. 2nd

FOR A REAL LUNCH-TIME
TREAT COME INTO KEN’S
FOR A MEAL.
Only I Short Block from State

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Wattle’s For

-3 months $ iO.00thedThtandard&PrtabIe
Also New Portables

lilir()ll Rtin Vild,
Blasi Hells 20-2
Ran Jose State’s frosts baseball
nine aenged an early SefifOn 7-6
defeat, handed them by the Bellarmine Bolls, by blasting out a
29-2 win yesterday at Municipal
stadium.
- 1 Ace Hurler Sam Sugomoto went
the distrince for . the Spartans,
IAttriwing on1N., five satetie:4, While
striking 0:It seven, for his fifth
win of the. year. .
_.
Spartan bats boomed for a total of 19 base knocks, with Ernie
King and "Cookie" Camara leading the hit parlute, each with four
hits for four trips to the ptate.
Fritz Bolero, with throe- for
three, Pat Higgins, two ftw trb,
Dan Ferris, two for four, said SW
Sugomoto, aiding his owtccatftf,
with two. for four, were other’
, leading *stickers.
.

PIM

Easy

’CORONA

C. A. RLANCHARD
owpws

Payment Plan

UNDERiNOOD

ROYAL

REMINGTON

Et. 1903

24 So. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383

..111

14 0 W! Two Launderettes
for YOUR convenience.
fHIRTY-MINUTE SERVICE

30c wash
.

20c dry

San Jose
Launderette

General Economy
Launderette

463 SO. SECOND
Phone CV 4.2420
HOURS:
Week Days -Saturday
1-6
Sunday 10.3
Closed Thursday

872 E. SANTA CLARA
Phon CV 5-1230
HOURS:
9-8
Days
Saturday 9-6
Sunday 10-3
doted Wednesdery

4.virka441Put,---

